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Del-Ardo was the stage name of the late and great W. G. Magnuson who in the
1920-1930's produced a number of manuscripts revealing the innermost secrets
of the mediums, mentalists and mystics.

These manuscripts were often badly typewritten and are very hard to find in any
readable or legible condition these days, which is a great shame as many of
them were gold dust.

Now out of copyright and/or in the public domain. Jonathan Royle has spent time
to track down almost readable copies and has then spent time decoding the
unclear bits and then re-typing them so they are clear and readable, before often
adding his own additional thoughts and ideas on the material presented.

Presented within this eBook are the following manuscripts:

* The Miracle Mind Act - Nothing is ever said or written down by the volunteer
and yet you are able to accurately reveal the answer to their merely thought of
question in real time with no pre-show work or dual reality of any kind.

* The Khirron Single Sitting - A long forgotten method that mediums used to
use to give stunningly accurate one to one psychic readings is revealed. It all
seems so fair that you'll get a huge kick out of performing this one.

* The Ellis Mind-Reading Act - Proven stage routine for a 2 person act ideally,
but could be worked by the solo performer with some commonsense applied, that
allows for a powerful Q & A routine in real time and in a manner that seems
impossible.

* Del-Ardo Private Reading Method - Another devious and ingenious principle
and approach that will prove worth its weight in gold for anyone who gives 1 to 1
psychic readings.

Together with these 4 long out of print manuscripts, this large format (A4) PDF
eBook of 22 pages also contains Royle's further thoughts and comments on
things including mentions of how he in the early 90's became dubbed by the
"Psychic News" newspaper as "The New Uri Geller and Doris Stokes Rolled Into
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One" whilst performing as "Britain's Fastest Spiritualist Medium".
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